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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper contains a unified treatment of the basic stability properties of 
the equation 
x’(t) = Ax(t) + j” c(t, s) x(s) as $-F(t) 
0 
where x and F are n-vectors, while A and C are n x n matrices. The unification 
is achieved through the construction of a Liapunov functional 
or, when Jr 1 F(t)j dt < 00, 
v(t, x(e)) = {W(t, x(*)) + 13 exp - 2 /’ j F(s)1 ds. 
0 
The functional is very flexible and is readily changed to cover the equation 
x’(t) = &, x(t)) -I- j-)‘(t, s, x(s)) ds + F(t) 
where neither g nor p need be separable. 
Under various assumptions on A, C, and F one obtains 
(1) V(t, x(.)) > C’s j x(t)1 and V’ < 0 yielding boundedness, 
(2) W(t, x(a)) > Cs j x(t)\ and W’ < -p[I x(t)i f  j r’(t)\] yielding asymp- 
totic stability when F G 0, 
(3) FV(t> x(.)) 3 Cs 1 x(t)! and w’ < 0 yielding stability when F G 0, 
(4) V’ < -#(t)V + j F(t)1 yielding boundedness or ultimate bounded- 
ness, or 
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(5) 17 3 P[I 4t>l + I 4qll and V > 01 1 x(t)1 yielding total instability 
at to = 0. 
Additional results on nonlinear systems, perturbations, and variation of 
parameters follow readily from the functional and its derivative. Three variations 
of the Razumikhin technique are presented. 
It is assumed that C and F are well enough behaved that for each to > 0 
and each continuous function 4: [0, to] -+ R” there is a solution x(t, 4) on an 
interval j-t,, , to + T) with x(t, 4) = d(t) for 0 < t ,( to . It is also assumed 
that if x(t, +) remains bounded, then T may be selected as $-co. Continuity 
of C and F suffice for this. 
We refer the reader to Driver [I] for definitions of stability and existence. 
Definitions may also be found in Grimmer-Seifert [2] as well as weakened 
conditions for existence. 
2. STABILITY 
We consider the integrodifferential equation 
x’(t) = Ax(t) + s” C(t, s) x(s) ds + F(t) 
0 
(1) 
where A is an n x n constant matrix all of whose characteristic roots have 
negative real parts. The matrix norm is denoted by jJ . /I and the vector norm 
bI.1. 
We select a positive definite symmetric matrix B with 
ATB -/- BA = -I. 
Then positive constants K and K are selected with 
(2) 
and 
j x I > ~R(x~Bx)~/~ (3) 
1 BUY 1 < K(x=B+~. (4 
THEOREM 1. If jfs Ij C(u + s, s)jj du < h/K for 0 < s < t < 00 and 
jr 1 F(t)/ dt < co, then all soZutions of (I) are bounded. If, in addition, F(t) = 0, 
then x = 0 is Liapunov stable. Finally, ;f all the above hold and if 
s,$ [k - Klt-Sll C(u + s, s)ll du] < M 
fey some M > 0 and foT 0 < t < a, then the zero solution of (1) is unifmmly 
stable. 
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Pmof. Let 
V(f, a(-)) = [(XT(t) Bx(t))‘!” + s,” [k - K jb’~l C(u + s, s)ll du] / x(s)1 ds + I] 
X exp (-K Lt I F~)I dsj 
and consider the derivative of V along a solution of (I). We have 
< (! [(xT(t) AT + Lt xT(s) CT@, s) ds + FT(t)) B%(r) 
+ xT(t) B (Ax(t) + j-” C(t, s) x(s) ds -f- F(t))]/2(aT(t) Bx(t))l’“) 
0 
- K / F(t)1 + k I x(t)1 - K 1” /I C(t, s)li 1 x(s)] ds\ exp (--K 1’ /F(s)/ ds) 
‘0 0 
< 
1 
-(~~.v/2(x~Bx)~‘“) + (xTBF(t)/(x’B+‘“) - K 1 F(t)1 
+ k I x’ I - K i t II c(f, s)ll I +)I ds 
‘0 
+ it (xT(s) CT(t, S) Bx(t)/(xT(t) Bx(t))l’“) ds\ exp -K lot j F(s)\ ds. 
Now 
and 
while 
j xT(s) C=(t, s) B~(t)//(xT(t) Bx(t))li” < / C(t, s) x(s)1 I Bx ~/(x’Bx)‘P 
< II c(t, s)ll I 4s)i K. 
Thus, V’;,,(t, N(.)) < 0 and, as V(t, A(.)) > (.vT&)ri2 exp(-K sc j F(s) ds), 
solutions are bounded. 
If  F(t) ES 0, then lV(t, A(.)) = P(t, a(-)) - 1 is positive de&rite and 
H$,(t, x(.)) < 0 which implies that x = 0 is Liapunov stable [I ; p. 413. 
Finally, under the last hypotheses, there exists a > 0 with cx 1 I ! < (ZB.r)ria 
so that 01 I x(t)1 < w(t, A$.)) < Msu~,~,~~ 1 x(r)i + (1/2k) 1 s(t)\. Uniform 
stability now follows by standard arguments. 
We now show that Theorem 1 is sharp. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let x be a scalar and Q a positive constant in 
x’(t) = -x(t) + Lt Qe-(t-8)x(s) ds (5) 
which we reduce to an ordinary differential equation. We have upon dif- 
ferentiating (5): 
xn + 2s’ + (1 - Q)X = 0, (5)’ 
all of whose solutions are bounded if and only if Q < 1, while the solutions 
all tend to zero if and only if Q < 1. (This last fact will show that Theorem 2 
is sharp.) (Some care is needed. Solutions of (5) satisfy x’(0) = --x(O) which 
corresponds to unbounded solutions when Q > 1. Note that (5)’ has two 
linearly independent solutions when to = 0, but (5) has only one.) We now 
show that Theorem 1 asks Q < 1 for boundedness. In the notation of Theorem 1 
we have A = -1 so that (2) yields -2B = -1 or B = l/2, while (3) yields 
/ E 1 > 2K 1 x 1/21j2 satisfied by R = 2rp/2. Likewise, (4) yields 1 x l/2 < 
K 1 x 1/2l/s or K = 2r/2/2 will suffice. Next, 
I’-” 11 C(u + s, s)ll du = IO*-” Q(exp - U) du 
= Q[l - exp(-(t - s))] < Q < k/K = 1. 
Thus, Theorem 1 is sharp. 
THEOREM 2. Let k and K be dejilzed by (3) and (4) respectively and let 
J; 1 F(t)1 dt < co. If  s;-” I/ C(u + s, s)j/ du < kv/K for some 71 < 1 and for 
0 < s < t < CD, tken each solution of (1) tends to xe~o as t -+ co. 
Proof. Let V be defined by 
V(f, x( .)) 
= /hV) W))“” + J’,” [‘k - WY) G’ II C(u + s, s)ll du] I +I ds + 11 
x exp [-(K + 1) Jot I WI ds] 
where y = ~~1~. Then along any solution of (1) we have, after a calculation 
as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
Wt, 4.)) G !kb - 1) I 491 + (K - (K/Y)) Jot II y3, S)II I ~($1 ds - I w)ij 
x exp [--(K+ l)~tlWl b] 
G - 2F [I 491 + it II C(t, 41 I 44 ds + I WI] 
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for some p > 0. That is, we see that there exists p > 0 with 
Wt, KC.)) < -CL I x’(t)1 - P i 4.0. (6) 
AS l&(1, s(.)) < --p 1 x(t)i, if x(t) is any solution of (1) on [to, co), an 
integration yields 0 < V(t, x(.)) < V(to , CC(.)) - p & 1 X(S)/ G!S so that there 
is a sequence {tn} with I --f 0. I f  x(t) ++ 0, then there exists an E > 0 and 
a sequence {TJ with ) x(T,)i 3 E. Pick subsequences so that t, < Ti < 
t, < T, < ... and / X(Q)/ < e/2. Then from (6) we conclude for t > T, that 
= V(to , CC(.)) - p f- j x(Ti) - x(ti)l i=l 
< qt, , x(e)) - p/2 - - cf.3 as n-+03, 
a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Remzrk 1. The first parenthetical statement in Example 1 states that 
Theorem 2 is sharp. If  we return to that example we see that solutions tend 
to zero if and only if Q < 1. Our condition is Ji’” /I C(U + s, s)ij da = 
$,-” Q(exp - U) du < Q < Tk/K = v  < 1. Thus, for Q < 1, our condition 
implies that solutions tend to zero. Hence, Theorem 2 is sharp. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t) = -x(t) + j’ {[exp - (t - s)] sin(t - s)) X(S) ds + I/(@ + 1). (7j 0 
We have -4 = - 1, B = l/2, k = K = 21/“/2. Now 
s 
t-s 
iI C(U + S, s)I~ du < 
0 .I 
r ][exp - U] sin u 1 du < IO= [exp - U] du = 1 
so that there exists 77 < 1 with l:-” /I C(u + s, s)$ du < 17 as required. Thus, 
all solutions of (7) tend to zero as t + a. 
Remark 2. Theorems 1 and 2 are of a perturbation nature. The condition 
for boundedness involves Sk-” 11 C(u + s, s)il du. In the scalar case the sign 
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of C(t, S) has much to do with stability. In fact, Levin [5] showed that for 
rl = 0, F(t) = 0, 12 = 1, C(t, s) = a(t - S) < 0, a’(t) 3 0, and a”(t) < 0, 
but a(t) + n(O), then solutions of (1) tend to zero. Thus, one expects that 
with a more shrewd choice of Liapunov functional the results of Theorems 1 
and 2 might be improved. 
An examination of Example 1 indicates that a bounded forcing function 
may be added under certain conditions. Our next result illustrates such a 
possibility. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose thme is a continuous function #: [0, m) - [0, l] .with 
d(Wr - (K/Y) JZ” II C(u + s, s)ll dul < II C(t, s)lI mui suppose krllK b 
Sip” I/ C(u + s, s)Il du fey 0 < s < t < co zulzere k, K, and y  are as in Theorem 2. 
If  J-i [I F(s)/ exp(-j: 6$(q) dq}] ds is bounded, where 6 = (1 - y) min[2K”, K/r], 
then solutions of (1) are bounded. If, in addition, sr 4(t) dt = 03, then solutiom 
of (1) are ultimately bounded. 
Proof. We define 
% d.>> = (x=(t) B+))“’ + s” [ky - (K/y) jot-’ // C(u + s, s)ll du] j x(s)] ds 
0 
so that 
wild4 -v(.>> < k(r - 1) I 5 I + KlI - (l/r>] St ll C(t, s)ll l x(s)/ G!S + K 1 F(t)] 
0 
d NY - 1) I x I + (K/Y)(Y - 1) f:#+) 
x [ky - (WY) j-ot-’ I/ C(u + s, s)ll du ] I 441 ds + K I WI 
< 2k’(r - 1)(~=23x)“” + (Kjy)(r - 1) d(t) 
X It [ky - VW j--” II C(u + s, s)ll du] I +)I ds + K I WI 
0 0 
< (Y - 1) 4(t) min[2k2, K/r] n’(t, 4.)) + K I F(t)1 
= - W) Wt, 4.)) + K I WI. 
Thus, if x(t) is any solution on [to, IX), then 
As the second integral is bounded, say by H, solutions are bounded. If  
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jr 4(s) A = or,, the right side has a limit P < Hk. Thus, for large t we have 
(xT(t) Bx(~))~/~ < HK + I. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. I f  the conditions of TheoPew 3 hold with 4(t) a. positive constant 
a?z.d if s: [ky - (K/y) j-f” 11 C(u + s, s)li du] ds < M fog some M > 0, then 
sohrtions of (1) are uniformly ultimately bounded. If, in acldition F 2 0. then 
x = 0 is zmfcmdy asymptotically stable. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the scalar equation 
.+) = --+) + Q jot (~2 + sin(t - s)] exp - (t - s)) x(s) ds + sin t. (8) 
We have k = I< = 2lp/2 and we ask that y  = (5Q2/2)1/” < 1. We must have 
$(t)(2”‘/2) [y - (l/r) jot-’ Q[2 + sin p][exp - ~1 du/ 
< 92 + sin(t - s)] exp - (t - s) 
and the left side must be non-negative for t > s. That will be satisfied if 
4(t) = &(jQ)lP. 
It then follows that si / sin s 1 exp[--6(5/9Q)li”(t - s)] ds < H and 
s; 4(s) ds = ,LO. T bus, solutions of (8) are ultimately bounded. 
Remark 3. Grimmer and Seifert [2] considered Eq. (I) whenF(t) is bounded. 
Thev used a function U = xTB.r and a Liapunov-Razumikhin argument to 
show that solutions are bounded provided that li // BC(t, s)li ds < IV where 
Z/Ml/a < 1 with ol” and p’ (resp.) the smallest and largest characteristic roots 
of B. As our functional contains L ‘lje, that same result follows from our func- 
tiona!. Kate that their condition is based upon an integration of the second 
coordinate of C(t, s), while our conditions integrate the first coordinate. 
As the proof 6f the Grimmer-Seifert result is conceptually simpler using 
the functional and as the same technique can be used on our nonlinear equation, 
it seems worth presenting here. 
THEOREM 4 (Grimmer-Seifert). Let 2 and p” (resp.) be the smallest 
and largest eigenralues of B and let F(t) be bounded. If Zpli@ < 1 awd if 
J; 11 BC(t, s)i’ ds < n, I for 0 < t < “3, then all solutions of (I) are bounded. 
Proof. Define W as in the proof of Theorem 3 and obtain 
w;,)(t, q~jj 
= [J(t) x(t) + joi 2x7s) CT(f, s) h(t) ds + W(t) Br(t)j/Z(S’(t) Bx(t))l’” 
+ (did4 Jli [ky - WY) jot-” II C(u + s, s)ll dzl] I +)I ds. c-9 
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I f  the theorem is false, then there is a solution x(t) with lim sup(~‘(tjRv(t))i’” = 
fco. Thus, there are values of t with 1 x(t)/ as large as we please and 
[xT(t) Bx(t)]’ > 0, say at t = S, and XT(t) Bx(t) < a?(S) k(S) if t < S. 
Hence, at t = S we have 
This, together with (9) yields 
x~(~) x(~) G j" 29(s) CT(S, s) By ds + OFT By 
0 
< 2 ] x(S)I j” 11 BC(S, s)ll((x=(s) Bx(s))““/a) ds + 2xT(S) m(S) 
0 
< (2/m) [ x(S)1 (XT(S) Bx(S))~‘~ 1” 11 BC(S, s)ll ds + 2x7s) W(S) 
'0 
G W) I 4Y12 P j” II BCG s)ll ds + 2.W) BFW> 
0 
< (2#z) 1 x(S)]” M + 2x7s) m(s). 
As 2/Zl4//01 < 1, we have a contradiction for large j x(S)I. This completes the 
proof. 
We turn now to a result on complete instability of the zero solution at to = 0. 
To that end, we consider 
x’(t) = Dx(t) + j” c(t, s) x(s) ds 
0 
where D is a constant n x n matrix all of whose characteristic roots have positive 
real parts, while C is as in (1). We select a positive definite symmetric matrix L 
with 
DTL+LD =I (11) 
and positive constants nz and M with 
and 
1 x I > 2m(xTL#I’ (12) 
j Lx [ < M(xTLx)lfi. 
THEOREM 5. Let 0 < 7 < 1 and suppose that Jr-” jj C(u + s, s)il du < qm/M 
for 0 ,( s < t < 00. Then each so&ion x(t) of (10) on [0, CO) with x(O) # 0 
satisjies j x(t)1 3 c, + c,t fog 0 < t < cc where cl and c, are positive constants 
depending on x(O). Also, if to > 0, then fey each 6 > 0 there is a continuous 
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initial faction 6: [0, t,] -+ Rpl with 1 $(t)l < 6 on [0, t,] and x(t, 4) satis$es 
j x(t, +)I > cl + c,t for t, < t < 03 where cl and cz are positive constants 
depending on $I. 
Proof. We slightly modify the Liapunov functional from Theorem 3 and 
write 
w(t, x(a)) = (xzy - 1” [ym - (M/y) l’-’ 11 C(u f s, s)ll du] / x(s)1 ds 
‘0 
where y  = $1”. Then the derivative of W along solutions of (10) satisfies 
- [(xT(t) DT + f” xT(s) CT@, S) ds) Lx(t) 
+ XT(t),5 (Dx;) + f C(t, s) x(s) ds)j/2(xT(t)Lx(t))‘;2 
0 
- ym I @)I + (WY) It II W, s)ll I x(s>l ds 
‘0 
3 {x”(t) x(t)/2(xT(t)Lx(t))li2) - ym / x(t)/ + (M/y) it 11 C(t, s)il / x(s)/ ds 
$- - ot {x’(t)LC(t, s) x(s)/@*(t) Lx(t))‘l’> ds 1 
> 41 - Y> I #)I + W(l/r> - 11 it II C(t, s)li I x(s)1 ds 
0 
so that 
for some (1 > 0. From the form of W and an integration of (14) we obtain, 
for some 01 > 0, 
a 1 x(t)\ > (XT(t>Lx(t))1’2 3 iv(t, x(-)) > Ls’(to , x(e)) + 11 p 1 x(s)! ds 
0 
where x(t) is any solution of (10) on an interval [t, , t) with to > 0. 
If  to = 0, then W(0, x(0)) = (J(O)LX(O))~/~ so that 
j x(t)] > [(x~(O)Lx(O))“L + l‘,t p j x(s)/ ds]L 2 (xT(O)Lx(O))l’2/a 
so that 
j x(t)] > [(xT(O)Lx(O))l’2 + tp(xT(o)Lx(o))l”:‘a]!‘a! “Zf Cl + c,t. 
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I f  to > 0, select 4 on [0, to) with 
(x=(t,)LX(t#‘~ > joto [pn - (M/y) jot”-’ 11 C(u + s, s)l! du] b(s)] ds 
and draw a conclusion as before to complete the proof. 
Remark 4. It is unclear to us how a corresponding result may be obtained 
by integrating the second component of C. 
The Liapunov functionals which we have constructed convert immediately 
to nonlinear systems of the form 
x’(t) = &, x(t)) + jotP@, s, x(s)) ds + F(t) (15) 
in which g: [0, c~) x U + Rli, p: [0, a) x [O, 03) x U + R”, and F: 
[0, CD) + P where U = {x E R”: 1 E I < E, for some E > O}. We assume that 
all functions are continuous and g(t, 0) = 0. In addition, we suppose that 
there is a continuous function 01: [0, G] ---f [0, coj with ~(0) = 0, and 01(r) > 0 
if r > 0, together with a continuous function W: [0, co) x U + [0, co) 
which satisfies a Lipschitz condition in the second argument with constant L, 
W(t, 0) = 0, a(1 x I) < W(t, x), and the derivative of W along a solution of 
Y’ = g(t, Y) (16) 
satisfies 
Qi)(4 Y) < -Z@, u> 
where Z: [0, co) x U --+ [0, co) is continuous. 
THEOREM 6. Let the above conditions on g, p, F, LX:, and W hold and let 
jr 1 F(t)/ dt < 03. Suppose also that there exist constants c1 and c2 zoith 0 < c1 < 1 
and L < c2 such that si-” I p(u + s, s, r(s))/ du < c$‘(s, x(s))/cz ;f x is any 
continuous function in U and 0 < s < t < 30. Then for each t, > 0, and eaclz 
; > 0 there exists v  > 0 such that if sr [F(t)/ dt < 7 and j +(t)l < 7 on [0, t,], 
then any so&ion x(t, $) on [to, Go) satisJies I x(t, $)I < 2 for t > t, . If, in 
addition, Z(t, x) > b [ g(t, x)1 for some b > 0 and if for each x0 E U - (0) thme 
exists 6 > 0 and a contilzuous function h: [0, CD) + [0, co) with Z(t, x) > h(t) 
for 1 x - x0 1 < 6 and with sy h(t) dt = + co, then x(t, +) + 0 as t -+ co. 
Proof. We define 
v(t, x(a)) = ]exp - (1 + L) Jbi I WI h) 11 + J+‘K +)I 
+ jot [cJ(s, x(4) - czjd” I P(U + s, s, x(sNl du] dj 
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so that by the Lipschitz condition on JV we have 
or 
+ Mt, N) - cz jot I PC t, s, x(s))l ds - (1 + L) / F(q) 
x exp [-(I + L) 1; I WI A] 
< /-(I - 5) Z(t, *w - @a - L) it 1 p(t, s, x(s))1 ds - I F(tjl/ 
x exp - [U f  L) .C,, I WI dt] 
ok& x(*)) G -P [Zk 4t>> + lt I P@, s, .+))I ds + I WI] 
for some p > 0. 
(17) 
Now Z is continuous and Z(t, 0) = 0 (as may be seen from W positive 
definite and W’ < -Z(t, y)), while p is continuous and p(t, s, 0) = 0. Thus, 
if to 3 0 and if $ is sufficiently small, then 
Vh, 4) < (1 + r) exp - (I [ + L) I” I WI ds] 
where r is positive and as small as we please. Thus, if t > to ) then 
(1 + W(t, X(t))> exp - [(1 + L) fat I F(s)1 ds] 
< V(t, x(e)) < V(t, , 4) < (1 + r) exp - [ (1 + L) IO’0 / F(s); ds] 
so that 
Then a(\ Al) ,( W(t, x.(t)) < (I + T}(exp[(l + Lh]) - I -+ 0 as r + 0 and 
IJ -+ 0. Thus, for r and 7 small, / x(t)1 < C if t > to . 
We now show that the additional hypotheses imply that ~(t, $) - 0. In 
this case, (17) becomes 
&i,(t, 4.1) < -a ~‘@)I -!- q4 ml (17)’ 
for some ji > 0. 
505/32/I-8 
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Let / ,r(t)[ < E on [t, , co) and suppose x(t) +-+ 0. Then there exists S > 0 
and a sequence (tJ with / x(t,JJ > S and t, -+ co. 
First, if x(t) has a limit y, then for large t we have Z(t, X) > h(t) so that (17)’ 
yields V’(t, a(.)) < -,!ih(t). A n integration sends V to -co. If  x(t) does not 
have a limit, then there is a sequence (T,} with 1 x(t,J - X( T,J/ 3 4 for some 
we obtain V(t, a(.)) < V(t, , x(.)) - 
+ --tx) as n ---f W, completing the 
Remark 4. The relation (6) is no accident. I f  one considers a system 
with an autonomous Liapunov function W(y), then W&,(y) = grad IV. 
g(t, y) = 1 grad W ] 1 g(t, y)j cos 0 where 0 is the angle between grad W and g. 
If  W is carefully chosen we may have II&,(y) < c 1 g(t, y)I for some c > 0. 
Thus, the function Z in Theorem 6 may be related very closely to 1 g(t, x)\ and, 
hence, the condition of Theorem 6 concerning the integral of p would relate 
to I g(t, 41. 
Yoshizawa [8; pp. 8.5-1171 has used converse theorems for LiaRunov functions 
in an extensive way. Under general conditions-(cf. ‘[g; pp. 92-1041) he shows 
the existence of a function W for (16) with %‘&,(t, y) ,i &W(t, y) where c 
is a positive constant. We now use this form, together with a modified 
Razumikhin argument to obtain a result upon integration of the second com- 
ponent of p. 
THEOREM 7. Let the conditions with (15) and (16) on g, p, and W hold with 
F(t) = 0. Suppose there is a co+&zuous function q; [0, OCI) x U --+ [0, co) with 
1 p(t, s, x(s))j/W(s, x(s)) < q(t, s) if x(v) is any functi& in U and 0 < s < t < CO. 
Suppose also that Z(t, x) 3 cW(t, x) for some c > 5, and that there are constants 
cl and crz with 0 < cl < c and c, > L so that $ q(t, s) ds ,( cl/c2 if 0 < s < 
t < co. Then for each t, 3 0 and each E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
1 +(t)l < 6 on 0 < t < to and x(t, 4) is dej%zed on [to, a))>, then 1 x(t,$)/ < l 
for t > to . 
Proof. Define 
vet, Xc->) = w(t, x(t)> + f: [c$+, x(u)) j ,c2 6 1 p(u, s, x(s)) ds] du 
SO that along a solution x(t) of (15) we have V’(t, x(.)) < -cw(t, x(t)) + 
L $, I p(t, s, x(s))1 ds + ciW(t, x(t)> - c2 $, j p(t, s, x(s))/ ds < 0. Now suppose 
there is a solution x(t) in U on an interval t, < t < T with the property that 
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JV(s, x(s)) < W(T, x(T)) if 0 < s < T. Then TV’(t, x(t)) >, 0 at t 
that V’(T1 x(.)) < 0 implies that for t = T we have 
T so 
But 
(d,‘dQ jt [cl~+, x(z4)) - c2 ( I$+, s, bv(s))l ds] du 
0 
= clW(T, x(T)) - c, j’ / p(T, s, x(s))1 ds < 0. 
0 
< W( T, x(T)) I’ q(T, s) ds < W( T, x(T)) cl/c2 
0 
contradicting (*). i2s TV is continuous, W(t, 0) = 0, and W(t, x) > CX(I x I) the 
result now follows. 
Remark 5. The functional in the above proof is not positive definite. 
Hence, stability properties are not an immediate consequence of T;’ negative 
definite. Also the reader may modify V in ways we have previously seen to 
obtain the result when F E$ 0. 
Remark 6. For the linear case with F(t) = 0, a: / x I ,< (S”BX)~P < ,8 j x i 
for 01 > 0, c2 > /~K/oI, and k/c, > jt /I C(u, s)il ds if 0 < s < u < m, one 
defines the positive definite functional 
r(t, x(-j> = (x=(t) B+))“‘” + j” [k - c2 1” /I C(u, s)jj ds] j r(u)1 du 
0 0 
so that 
%(t, 4.1) < K j” II C(t, 41 I $)I u’s - c2 (l’ ;I C(t, s)‘i di) 1 x(t)/ 
0 0 
< (K/a) jo’ II C(t, s)ll (am Bx(s))1;2 
- (4qqt) Bx(t))l’” Lt [I C(t, s)li ds. 
One then argues that if xT(s) &x(s) < x’(T) Bx(T) for 0 < s < T, then 
[S(t) Rx(t)] 3 0 at T and V;,,(t, CC(.)) < 0 at T so that 
(dldt) s” [k - c2 i” II C(u, s)li ds] j x(u)1 du < 0 at ‘T, 
0 0 
a contradiction. This yields stability for (1) and is an example of an alternate 
Razumikhin technique. Examples of the Razumikhin technique applied to 
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functional differential equations may be found also in Driver [ 1] and in Seifert 
[6] and [7]. In particular, Seifert’s work in [7] obtains results on integration 
of the second component of p. 
Remark 7. When a Liapunov functional can be found, it is almost always 
preferable to a Liapunov function-Razumikhin argument. Much is gained 
beyond the stability properties stated. For the functional with negative derivative 
automatically yields rich perturbation results, and the form of the derivative 
usually yields integrability properties of solutions. Inequality (6), for example, 
yields x(t) and x’(t) both L1 on [0, cx)). In the last section we point out that 
these are exactly the properties other authors seek for perturbation results. 
It is our view that the perturbation results follow more naturally from the 
functional. Our next section serves as an example of illustrating that view. 
Remark 8. With the exception of the unspecified 9 in Theorem 3, our 
‘requirements in the linear case concern functions explicitly given in Eq. (1). 
It is clear that all of our results can be considerably extended if we allow greater 
choice of the kernel in our functional. For example, in Theorem 1 we can ask 
that there exist a continuous function k: [0, CO) x [0, a) + [0, to) with 
s 
t-s 
h(u, s) ds < k/K and II w, 411 < 
0 
for 0 < s < t < 00. Then the functional becomes 
j[“(t) Bx(t)]ll” + L’ [k - K s:-’ k(u, s) du] 1 x(s)1 ds + 1 I WI ds. 
The corresponding type of change can be made in every one of our theorems. 
Obvious choices for h would include 
h(u, s) = II C(f(% 4 m(u, 4ll& s> 
for appropriate functions f, in, and q. This would take into account integration 
of both arguments of C. 
3. PERTURBATIONS 
In his monograph [1 ; pp. 118-1531 Yoshizawa showed in great detail how 
the existence of a Lipschitz Liapunov function with negative definite derivative 
implied stability under many types of perturbations. The same types of results 
hold for functional differential equations and, owing to the greater complexity 
of the functions, there is even more variety. In our Theorem 2 we find 
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V,&(t, x(.)) < --I-C / x j - p $, (1 C(t, s)ij j x(s)1 ds. As Y is Lipschitz in I, 
V’ will still be negative along solutions of 
x’(t) = Ax(t) + jot C(t, S) X(S) ds + l’ D(t, sj T@(S)) ds 
+ d4 .a) + f-w, 4-j) + & 40) 
under the following assumptions: 
(0) / H(t, x(e))\ < p ( x(t)\ j j’i E(t, s) nz(~(s)) ds 1 where p > 0, while E 
and m are defined below. 
(1) D and E are continuous n x n matrices on [0, co) x [0, xi) with 
[I D(t, s)ij < 01 I/ C(t, s)l\ and I/ E(t, s)\l < 01 I\ C(t, s)i\ for some (y. > 0 and for 
O<s<t<m 
(2) q: [0, CO) x U --+ RN is continuous, U is an open set in Rn con- 
taining x = 0, and 1 q(t, zc)j/j x / -+ 0 as / x 1 --+ 0 uniformly for 0 < t < cn. 
(3) r and VZ: U -+ Rn are continuous, j P(X)\/! x I + 0 as / x ! -> 0, and 
j nz(x)i < w I x j with w > 0. 
(4) p: [0, CO) x U--f RR is continuous and / p(t, “y)i < x(t) j N ! where 
A: [O, co) -+ [O, co) is continuous and jy h(t) dt < 00. 
We will leave it to the reader to verify that one can also add a perturbation 
6(t, X) where b: [0, CO) x U+- Ii” is continuous, / b(t, x)[ < a(t) with n: 
[0, 00) -+ [0, to) being continuous, fr a(t) dt < a, where a, is small. 
THEOREM 8. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 hold with F(t) = 0 and suppose 
that (0) through (4) hold for (18). Then for each E > 0 and each t, 3 0, there 
exists S > 0 such that if the initial function satisfies / (b(t)\ < 6 on [0, t,], then 
each solution x(t, $) of (18) de$ned on [to , co) satis$es ( x(t, $)I < E axd 
x(t, c$) 4 0 as t + co. 
Proof. We define 
x exp - L 
I 
*t h(s) ds 
0 
where (xTBx)l12L > K ( x /. Then along a solution of (18) we find 
%&~ 4.)) 
< 
I 
-Lh(t)(x~(t).Bx(t))l’* - k(1 - y) 1 x(t)1 
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- K[(l/r) - 11 s,’ II c(t, 411 I x(s)1 ds + lt K II D(t; s>ll I r@(s))1 ds 
+KI 
B --k( I 1 
1-t _ 
+ J Km II C(t, 91 I %WI a’s + K I dt, &))I 
0 
+ KP I x(t)1 Iot 01 II C’(t, s)ll w I x(s)1 ds/ exp - L it A(s) ds. 
By the conditions on Y and 4, if I X( *)I is small then v’ will be negative. Thus, 
we have 
(xT(t) Bx(t))ll’ exp - k Jo’ h(s) ds] ,< V(t, x(e)) < V(to , 4) 
and, as V(t, , 4) + 0 as I + 1 -+ 0, we see that the zero solution is stable. The 
proof that x(t, $) -+ 0 will follow as in Theorem 2. 
The perturbations allowed here include those suggested by Grossman and 
Miller [3; p. 4571 for reactor dynamics. 
4. THE SPACE OF SOLUTIONS 
Very simple linear functional differential equations have large solution 
spaces as may be seen from 
x’(t) = x(t) + x(t - 1) 
which has solutions {#> where Re hi -+ --co as i + co. Yet, if the delay 
on a linear homogeneous functional differential equation reduces to a point 
at some to , then the solution space from that to is finite dimensional whenever 
an existence and uniqueness condition on [to , to + R) is satisfied. For example, 
if A(t) is a continuous n x n matrix and C is as before, then there is an n x 72 
matrix Z(t) = (z; ,..., z,), Z(0) = I, whose columns span the solution space of 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) + Jot C(t, s) x(s) ds (19) 
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when t, = 0. If  F is as in (l), then each solution of 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) + s” C(t, s) x(s) ds + F(t) i-w 
0 
with to = 0 may be expressed as 
x(t) = Z(t)[+j - 4w + X&> 
where q,(t) is any solution of (20). 
Grossman and Miller [3] derive a variation of constants formula for (20) 
which is 
x(t) = R(t, 0) x(O) + j-’ R(t, s)F(s) ds 
0 
where R(t, S) is a solution of the adjoint 
(a/k%) R(t, s) = --R(t, s) A(s) - It R(t, u) C(u, s) du, R(t, t) = I. (22) 
‘0 
It is then obvious from above that 
R(t, 0) = Z(t). (231 
Also, when -4 is constant and C(t, S) = C(t - s), then R(t, S) = R(t - s). 
One then concludes that in the convolution case with d constant we have 
R(t, S) = Z(t - S) so that (21) becomes 
x(t) = Z(t) x(O) + /‘Z(t - s)F(sj ds, 
0 
(24) 
a considerably more satisfactory formula. 
Now as an application of our Theorem 2 to the work of Grossman and Miller 
on perturbations, consider again 
From this we see that 
or that sr [I x’(t)] + / x(t)] dt < co, implying 
J 
-m [I Z(t)11 dt < co and cc /I Z’(t)ll dt < co. PI 
0 s 0 
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When the conditions with (24) hold then (25) is 
s m IIWll dt ==I 03 and s m II R’(t)[j dt < co 0 0 
which are precisely the Grossman and Miller perturbation requirements given 
in [3; p. 4631. Other properties of R(t) are also evident from Theorem 2 and 
its proof. In [4; p. 5521 they claim that (26) is more crucial than any stability 
property of (1). 
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